The grain density determined on the basis of criterion (1) is essentially proportional to that ,obtaine,d when clumps are resolved into mdi-' vidual grains for the thin tracks used here The fourth criterion allows one to neglect the err or in track length due to the uncertainty in the shrinkage, factor. By grain counting tracks of -.300 Mev electrons as they penetrated the emulsion, the gradient of development in the acceptable layer (criterion (2)) was found to be less than one percent. Because of the large multiplescattering of 3 Mev electrons, and in light of criterion (4), it was not feasible to grai.n count successive interval.s of these tracks. Instead, the following "field of view" method was adopted: Grain counts per standar,d
unit were taken for all portions of -3 Mev tracks in a field of view lying within ± 22. 5 degrees of the mean entrance angle. 'Tracks of -" 300 Mev electrons were first grain counted by taking successive intervals of given tracks (7207 grains). Then the -3 Mev tracks were grain counted by the "field of view" method. Finally, "300 Mev tracks were grain counted by the latter method (7197 grains)., The means and standard deviations of the two sets of . 300 Mev data agreed within the statistical errors. The error in track length due to multiple scattering over a standard unit is negligible. All counts were taken by one observer whose reproducibility was found to be better than one percent.
Our results are given in Assuming proportionality between 'grain density and ionization, the ratio' in Table 1ls also that of saturation to minimum ionization.
